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PART - A
(Answer all questions. Each carries one mark.)

1. What is quantification ?

2. What do you mean by unintentional plagiarism ?

3. Define theo{. (1x3=3)

PART - B

{Answer any five questions. Each carries two marks.)

4. Explain the role of NSSO.

5. Erylain the significance of hypothesis.

6. What is a research problem ?

7. What do you mean by replication ?

8. Explain ethics in research.

9. Define academic report.

10. What is data structure ? (2x5=10)
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PART - C
(Answer any four questions. Each carries three marks.)

1 1" ExarnfuE lhe various forms of plagiarism.

12. Ut{hal are {fe variurs- *pq iafinding out a researct problem ?

13. What do you mean by verffication in research process ?

14. S&fi are ffre'*sy adesf+rrrsponsble relerehcing ?
. .. ::

15. Find out the difference between census and sample methods.
:: -,

16. Write on the main sources of primary and secondary data.

PART - D

., (fi1gwgt,irf ofre quesfiion.)

17. Write on the steps involved in research process.

18. Explain various methods of collecting:primary data.

(3x4=12)

(Sxl=5)
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PART - A
Answer all questions. Each carries one mark.

1. What is research ?

2. What do you mean by plagiarism ?

3. What is hypothesis ? (3x1=3)

PART _ B

Answer any five questions. Each carries two marks.

4 Explain the difference between deductive and inductive methods.
5. Explain the difference between positive and normative research.
6. What is review of literature ?

7. What is a case study ?

8. Define a research question.

9. Define research design.

10. what is synopsis ? (5x2=10)

PART - C
Answer any four questions. Each carries three marks.

11. Examine the importance of academic research in Economics.

12. What are various types of iesearch questions ?
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What are the

Ditferentiate between pri ma rfr-nd secondary data.

Wiftbr ebout the proffi rfrs of seardt,in,tbeie].ffiened: r;, ;".:, (4x3=12)

PART - D

Answer any one question.

17. Write notes on footnotes, bibliography and abstracts.

18. Explain various research methods. (1x5=5)


